CASE STUDY: Education

End User:
Kontawig Vocational School of Technology and
Business Studies
Line of Business:
Vocational School
Location:
Eger, Hungary
Number:
60 SUNDE Diana Zero Clients

During a routine PC
refresh cycle in 2012,
the IT director of
Kontawig Vocational
School of Technology
and Business Studies
set out to plan a new
infrastructure that would satisfy two criteria: It had to be
cost-effective; it needed to satisfy short-term needs but be
flexible enough to expand in the future. He started
researching centralized computing and reached out to

User:
Vocational School Students
Goal:
A low-cost computing solution that could replace
the school’s PCs and shrink the cost of the five-year
rotation cycle of PCs.
Solution:
60 pcs of SUNDE Diana Zero Clients are deployed
in the classroom and connected to 4 pcs of DELL
PE T110-II.
Achievements:
1. Lower IT purchase cost.
2. Shrink the cost of the five-year rotation cycle of
PCs.
3. Cut energy costs.
4. Minimize computing support and maintenance
time and expense.
Solution Provider
---SUNDE partner in Hungary

SUNDE to learn more about zero client computing.
SUNDE, he said, was the most responsive in addition to
having the best solution. SUNDE Diana Zero Client
moves 100 percent of the computing to the server and
connects users to the computing resources with a zero
client, included in the solution, which contains no
software, no processor, no storage nor any moving parts.
Since deploying 60 SUNDE Diana Zero Clients, the
school has experienced a number of benefits, including
cost savings on the initial purchase and energy savings.
In addition, SUNDE Diana completely eliminates
endpoint management and replacement cycles. SUNDE
Zero Client can last as long as 10 years.

“The benefits we receive with SUNDE are ideal and
exactly what we’ve been striving for.”--- The school IT
director.
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